History of the United States of America

The souls of Black folk
W.E.B. DuBois; with an introduction by Arnold Rampersad
E185.5 .D81 1993

Won over: reflections of a federal judge on his journey from Jim Crow Mississippi
William Alsup; foreword by Thelton Henderson
F345.3.A47 A3 2019

Industrial Sociology. Social Conditions of Labor

Against labor: how U.S. employers organized to defeat union activism
edited by Rosemary Feurer and Chad Pearson
HD8072 .A26 2017

Special Industries and Trades

The danger within us: America's untested, unregulated medical device industry and one man's battle to survive it
Jeanne Lenzer
HD9994.U52 L46 2017

Sociology. Groups and organizations

Strategic networking for introverts, extroverts, and everyone in between
Carol Schiro Greenwald
HM741 .G75 2019

Civil law

The common law inside the female body
Anita Bernstein
K644 .B474 2019

Maritime law

Marine cargo claims
William Tetley with the assistance of Brain G. McDonough and Elliott B. Nixon
K1176 .T47 1988

Legal Composition and Draftmanship

The legal writing handbook: analysis, research, and writing
Laurel Currie Oates, Professor of Law, Seattle University School of Law; Anne Enquist, Professor Emeritus, Seattle University School of Law; Jeremy Francis, Associate Clinical Professor of Law, Writing Specialist, Michigan State University College of Law
KF250 .O18 2018

A practical guide to appellate advocacy
Mary Beth Beazley, Professor of Law, William S. Boyd School of Law, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
KF251 .B42 2018
The Legal Profession. Practice of Law. Bar Associations

The 2019 solo and small firm legal technology guide
Sharon D. Nelson, John W. Simek, and Michael C. Maschke; [introduction by James A. Calloway]
KF320.A9 N45 2019

Ex-convicts. Legal status, Laws

Collateral consequences of criminal conviction: law, policy and practice
by Margaret Colgate Love, Jenny Roberts, and Wayne A. Logan
KF390.E87 L678 2018

Persons

Federal disability law in a nutshell
Ruth Colker, Distinguished University Professor, Heck-Faust Memorial Chair in Constitutional Law, Michael E. Moritz College of Law, the Ohio State University
KF480.Z9 T83 2019

Understanding disability law
Mark C. Weber
KF480.Z9 W43 2019

Mortgages

Mortgage servicing and loan modifications
John Rao, Sarah Bolling Mancini, Tara Twomey, Geoff Walsh, Odette Williamson; contributing author: Steven Sharpe
KF697.F6 M678 2019

Home foreclosures: [including reverse mortgages, tax liens, condominium liens, land installment sales, and seizure of manufactured homes]
Geoff Walsh, Tara Twomey, John Rao, Odette Williamson ; contributing authors, Sarah Bolling Mancini [and four others]
KF697.F6 W35 2019

Estate Planning. Succession Upon Death

Estate planning for the Muslim client
Yaser Ali and Ahmed Shaikh
KF750 .A76 2019

Introduction to estate planning in a nutshell
Robert J. Lynn, Late Professor of Law, Ohio State University, Moritz College of Law ; Grayson M.P. McCouch, Gerald Sohn Professor of Law, University of Florida
KF750 .L9 2019
Contracts. General and Comprehensive Works

Problems in contract law: cases and materials  
Charles L. Knapp, Emeritus Joseph W. Cotchett Distinguished Professor of Law, University of California, Hastings College of the Law, Max E. Greenberg Professor Emeritus of Contract Law, New York University School of Law; Nathan M. Crystal, Adjunct Professor of Law, New York University School of Law, Distinguished Professor Emeritus, University of South Carolina School of Law; Harry G. Prince, Professor of Law, University Of California, Hastings College of the Law  

Computer games and immersive entertainment: new frontiers in intellectual property law  
Chrissie Scelsi and Ross A. Dannenberg, editors  

Healthism: health-status discrimination and the law  
Jessica L. Roberts, Elizabeth Weeks  

Handbook of practical planning for artists, art collectors, and their advisors  
Ramsay H. Slugg  

Class action strategy & practice guide  
Gregory C. Cook and Jocelyn D. Larkin, editors  

Asset protection strategies  
Alexander A. Bove, Jr., editor  

Global space governance and the UN 2030 agenda  
edited by Aram Daniel Kerkonian  

Speak freely: why universities must defend free speech  
Keith E. Whittington
11 power communications for law librarians: a manual and workbook
Elyse H. Fox
Z665 .F69 2019

Private law library, 1980's and beyond
Richard Sloane, Marie Wallace, cochairpersons
Z675.L2 P77 1979

The Private law library in the high-tech era
Jean Strohofer, Marie Wallace, chairmen
Z675.L2 P78 1983

The presidents of the United States: the first twenty years
compiled by John T. Guidas, Marilyn K. Parr
Z1239 .P74 1993